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is Sexy”
PhD Charlie Glickman
spoke at MRU to
discuss stereotypes
that men are
forced into and the
reasons behind
events like the
St. Mary’s frosh chant

Kaity Brown
News Editor
Charlie Glickman, PhD of
Philosophy With a Concentration
in Educational Leadership, is a
Sex and Relationship coach and
author of the book The Ultimate
Guide to Prostate Pleasure:
Exotic Exploration for Men and
their Partners. He talked about a
number of topics across Calgary
and came to MRU to talk about
“Don’t Blame Me: Creating a
Culture of Consent on Campus”.
Glickman spoke to t he
Reflector:
The Reflector: In light of
the first year frosh that was in
the news, the one in Halifax at
St Mary’s, in your talk today are
you referencing that one or is
something that is happening at
other schools too?
Charlie Glickman: It has been
happening at schools all over the
U.S. and Canada. I don’t know if
it is escalating as much as it is just
much more known than it used to
be.
There was a stor y that
happened when I was in college,
so that’s late 80s early 90s, where
the women who were on their
way to the dining hall walking
past fraternities that the guys in
the fraternities were holding up
score cards. You know, 1 to 10.
That’s on the same spectrum of
behavior. So, this isn’t anything
new. I think what is new is that
more people are aware of it and
that more people are talking
about it.
TR: Do you think you could
explain some of the reasons
why, because you talk about the
phenomenon of men feeling
compelled to sort of be more
masculine by performing these
acts, so could you explain why
things like these, the St Mary’s
University chant or the score
cards, happen?
CG: I think that there are a few

different reasons. One, being the
foundation for my talk today, is
the performance of masculinity.
It’s the let me show you that I
fit into the “act like a man” box.
One of the difficulties is that it is
sort of a hierarchy to be the top
dog or at least to not be the dog
at the bottom of the pack. It’s
why men who are by themselves
will certainty sometimes do cat
calling or harassing women but
I’m willing to be that you have
had the experience of groups of
guys doing it much more loudly
and much more vigorously
because I don’t know of a woman
who hasn’t had that experience.
And it’s because it becomes this
competition to who can be the
most macho and they are not
doing it to impress you they are
doing it to impress each other.
There was a study done in the
U.S. of gang rapes that happen on
college campuses 55 per cent of
them happened in fraternities and
40 per cent from sports teams. All
male environments, the way we
have built this it tends to escalate
these kinds of behaviors, and I
think that’s one big reason.
I think that another big reason
for it is that we don’t talk to
young men about what their
behavior means or what there
are doing because that would
mean going to a 12-year-old as
adolescence is kicking in and
saying “all right, you’re starting
to become sexual in this new way,
let’s talk about what that means.”
We don’t talk about it with girls
either. We are so uncomfortable
talking to teenagers about their
sexuality that they just don’t
learn these skills. And just the
last piece that I think is really
relevant is that as a culture, we
don’t really understand consent.
Every time I log onto my bank’s
website it asks me if I would like
to change to paperless banking.
Every time. The options are “yes
please”, “no thank you” and “ask
me later”. Every time, I click on
“no thank you”. The other day,
I had a bunch of stuff to do and
I had to log on to the website
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five times in one day and every
single time it still came up. So
that is kind of like the equivalent
somebody says “Do you wanna
have sex now?” “No”. “How about
now?” “Um, I said no.” So I think
that there are all of these threads,
there’s masculinity, there’s
difficulty with sexuality and then
there is also not understanding
what consent means. The perfect
storm for these behaviors.
TR: What key messages are you
trying to communicate, especially
coming to Mount Royal?
CG: I don’t know how well
this fits into a paper but the
key message, maybe you could
find another way to phrase this,
is how can you be masculine
without being a dick. I’m not
trying to break down men. I’m a
man myself and I’m not trying to
attack us what I want is for men
to be able to do that while still be
respectful and be aware of the
consequences of their actions.
Can you be a man and not be a
dick?
TR: What are the solutions?

Charlie Glickman,
Sex and
Relationship coach,
came to MRU
to talk about
men being men
without
being dicks,
discussing the
“act like a man box,”
and the
consequences
men face if they
don’t “fit in”

You talk about compassion,
accountability and a culture of
consent that can be integrated.
But how? How are these things
going to happen?
CG: I think that there are a lot
of ways that we can talk about
consent. Even something as basic
as when talking to little children
instead of saying “come give
grandma a hug” and demanding
it from them ask them if they
would like to give grandma a hug.
What usually happens is that kids
will say no sometimes to test to
make sure that you are respecting
their bodily autonomy. It’s how
you ask somebody out on a date.
It’s how you make room for
somebody else in the world. It’s
how you deal with having your
invitation turned down. There’s
a whole cultural shift around
these issues that needs to change
so that we can do that. And really,
in my experience, personal and
professional, when we do that
suddenly our relationships get a
lot better because now both my
partner and I know that nobody
is feeling resentment, nobody
is feeling angry and that we are

both there because we want to
be there. That makes life so much
happier. Consent is sexy. When
you have really good consent
in a relationship, enthusiastic
consent, things just improve
tremendously.

briefs
Alice

Munro,
the first
Canadian to receive the
Nobel Prize for Literature,
was unable to attend
Nobel Prize ceremony
due to health issues —
declined invitation.

Michael

Stanley, who recently
fled Canada after
cutting off his electromonitoring bracelet, has
been registered as a sex
offender in Seattle.

Molotov

cocktails were thrown
at RCMP by protesters
at the New Brunswick
shale gas protest of a
two-week blockade on a
road leading to an energy
compound owned by
SWN Resources. Forty
protesters were arrested.
RCMP defend their
response to the protest.
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Charlie Glickman talked about the common stereotypes that
constitute a ‘true man’ and how this can negatively impact
how they act.

McDonald’s says they do
not receive eggs from
the Alberta farms being
scrutinized in the news.
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MRU to accept
fewer students
in Fall 2014
Kari Pedersen
Staff Writer

Illustration: Jesse Beaudin

Danielle Smith
Q+A with
the Reflector
Kaity Brown
News Editor

Todd Colin Vaughan
Publishing Editor
The Reflector had an exclusive
interview with opposition leader
Danielle Smith of the WildRose
Party.
The Reflector: Do you agree
with the budget-cuts made by the
PC government?
Danielle Smith: They didn’t
campaign on this and we knew
that they were in trouble actually.
They had these rosy projections
that everyone knew were not
going to pan out. They were
criticized roundly for having
made such rosy projections and
then proceeded to campaign on
$7 billion in additional spending
increases, something had to
give and they denied that there
was a problem. All the way into
December they said that there
was no problem and just before
Christmas they realized that they
were in a real pickle.
They set the bureaucracy back
and looked at how they might be
able to get back into balanced
budgets and ended up making the
cuts which nobody anticipated
and I think the universities
were expecting the increases
and ended up getting a massive
decrease. When you have so many
different levels of government
and different institutions that rely
on government funding you need
to have stable and predictable

increases and decreases.
There are all kinds of places
where wasteful spending can be
cut. Corporate welfare programs,
carbon capture and storage,
venture capital funds. There are
all kinds of ways that we can find
cost effectiveness and efficiency
in how we do our capital
construction. But the idea that
this government implemented
was finding efficiencies by cutting
on the front lines and no one
expected it, and I think it was a
terrible way for them to try and
balance, or get close to balancing
the budget.
The problem is that they
just really don’t know how
to prioritize and I think you
see that in so many different
decisions that they make. The
sad part is that so often the
post-secondary sector becomes
a whipping board for their
inability to get this in control in
other areas. We have seen this in
the past where post-secondary
or even municipal spending are
the first places to get cut when
they get into trouble. The real
solution is getting the overall
spending picture under control,
giving predictable spending
increases in the order of one
or two or three per cent so that
all the institutions and levels of
government that rely of provincial
transfers can rely on that.
TR: What has government
done wrong in post-secondary
and have they done anything
right?

WildRose leader on
campus for provincial
debate series
with NDP leader
Brian Mason
DS: The way I would look at it
is we had 22 institutes that were
functioning pretty well and I
didn’t see a need for them to do
a massive overhaul and change
to it. That is, I guess the surprise
that I have had.
The only thing that I think is
broken is that there aren’t enough
dollars f lowing through to
support the number of students
that want to go to school.
Whether it is at Mount Royal,
whether it is at our technical
universities or whether it is at our
colleges, so that is that part that
they could have worked on fixing.
I think it’s very unclear which
direction that government is
going to take now and they have
created a lot of uncertainty where
that didn’t need to happen. The
other part is that they haven’t
really been vigilant on policing
the stated policy of having year
over year increases so tuition can
keep in line with inflation. There
are multiple institutes where they
are now assignment facilities fees
and there are ways of gouging
students that I think are keeping
in the spirit of the policy. I
think that Mount Royal has
$125 dollar student fee that has
been added this year, increased
parking rates, and other schools
are seeing that also. I don’t
blame the universities; I blame
the government for creating
an atmosphere of uncertainty
and for actually being quite lax
in having put forward policy
and not enforcing it. But if you
enforce the policy, you have to

make sure that you are flowing
through enough dollars so that
the administrative costs and the
growth costs of the universities
can be managed. That kind of
uncertainty is, I think, causing
most of the problems today.
TR: What can the WildRose
Party do for Mount Royal?
DS: I am of the view that
the government needs to set
a level playing field and treat
all the players in that field the
same. I know that the current
government likes to go around
making specific promises to
specific institutions on the hopes
that they will be able to win votes,
but that’s not how we are going
to operate as a political party. We
want to set a framework in which
every one of our 22 institutes feel
like if they are offering programs
of choice and they are able to
attract students that they will
be rewarded with being able to
have more dollars. We want them
to feel like they are providing
value to their local communities
because they are student centered
and they have local decision
making power. We need to have a
transparent funding formula not
only for operating but for capital
so that there is some fairness
in how Mount Royal is funded.
That’s not happening right now,
it is very variable not only on
operating grounds but also on
capital grounds.
For the complete interview,
check out the story online at
www.thereflector.ca.

Although the budget cuts facing
Mount Royal may sit on the back
of students minds, the struggles
facing the university are far from
over.
Mount Royal plans to admit
nearly to 500 fewer students in
2015. This is a cut that may affect
many incoming students from
securing a spot at the university.
Mount Royal University
enrollment will be down from
8,140 students admitted in the
fall of 2013, to 7,678 in the fall of
2014.
Students are feeling the
pressure of the cuts to MRU as
the semester and year proceed,
and more impending cuts are
causing students to worry about
the future of the university.
Zana El-Youssef is a secondyear Journalism student who is
happy with the program just the
way it is.
“I just want to know when this
will all end? When do I have to
stop worrying about my program
being cut?” said El-Youssef.
“When will we stop getting
announcements like this and
when will we stop hearing that
more changes are happening
around the university?”
Jesse Yardley, a third year
communications student, is happy
to hear about the drop.
“Less people in the hall smaller
crowds, it’s more competitive and
people will think of Mount Royal
as a more serious university,” he
said.
“It sucks for the people not
getting in, but the people here are
unaffected, and the overflow will
find somewhere else to go, they
are not just going to give up on
education.”
Students around the university
are likely unaware of the changes
that are to face incoming
students. Enrollment is something
that is rarely crossing the minds
of the students already registered.
“I know that there have been
budget cuts that have affected
programs at the university, but
to be honest I am too focused on
my own studies to be affected
by those things going on in the
university that don’t affect my
program,” said Bachelor of Arts
student Nicole Angus.
“It is definitely catching my
attention when I see that MRU
is in the news so often dealing
with budget cuts, but as long as
my program isn’t on the list, I am
happy.”
Gerry Cross, President of the
Faculty Association, says that the
reason for the drop in enrollment
is due to a promise for $18 million
in funds that never came through.
Due to the fact that these funds
never came through, the
university had to reduce intake
in those programs affected.
MRU had to reject 26 per
cent of qualified applicants.
The university does not expect
to recover from the $12 million
dollar deficit until 2016.
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The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of
10,000, is the independent
voice of the students of Mount
Royal University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).
The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount Royal
University.
The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right of
editorial comment is reserved for
editors of The Reflector, opinion
pieces may be submitted as
letters to the editor, and may be
published on the editorial page as
such. The Reflector reserves the
right not to publish submissions
deemed by the Publishing Editor
to be offensive.
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EDITORIAL

‘You are witness to an
experiment. This is theatre in
the raw, reading in the raw.’
Pg 9
#MRU TWITTERSPHERE

@iRaawr: Y U out of

chicken?! @wafflesandchix
#mru #yycfoodtrucks

@infromthewest: I can’t
believe I am learning
from Sesame Street as
part of my prof’s lecture
at #MRU Also can’t
believe I have shingles

@Juliahopeb:

I would study for my
exam, but undercover
boss tho #mru
#procrastination
@stevrino777: These two guys
next to me are watching and
critiquing porn, but I don’t wanna
go because I finally got a WiFi
connection #MRU
@becca_turner: here’s a
thought. don’t assign so
much shit if you can’t keep
up with marking on time
#mru

Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the Ombudsboard
are final and binding on
both parties. Letters to the
Ombudsboard must be sent in
confidence, care of the Reflector
Publications Society, to the
Reflector Publications Society
office.
Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum of
500 words, typed, double-spaced,
and contain the writer’s name
and phone number. No unsigned
letters will be published. Only
in exceptional cases, at the
discretion of the Publishing
Editor, will writers’ names be
withheld. The Reflector reserves
the right to edit submissions for
brevity.

”

@Mullatorable: PSA for all
#MRU females: LEGGINGS.
ARE. NOT. PANTS.
#coveryobum
#notagoodlook

Check us out online
at TheReflector.ca,
Facebook and
Twitter @ReflectThis

What is the best
Halloween costume?

Contents are copyright © 2013.
No material may be reproduced
without express written consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the Reflector
Publications Society. For more
information, contact The
Reflector office at:

“The Pope.”
Brett Zarazun
Open studies

“Jamaican bobsledder.
Classic.”
Katie Skotheim
Business
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#FightThe
PowerMRU
It’s time for Mount Royal
University to campaign on the
broken provincial promises of the
PC government.
As Calgarians were going to
the polls to vote in their new
municipal government, Provincial
leaders Brian Mason from the New
Democrat Party, and Wildrose Party
leader Danielle Smith squared off at
Mount Royal University in the final
debate of a series that toured postsecondary institutions throughout
the province of Alberta.
The future of post-secondary
education in Alberta was heavily
discussed.
MRU students were witness to
a debate between party leaders
that agreed the Progressive
Conservative government has,
according to Smith, lost the ability
to govern with transparency after
over 40 years in office.
In an interview with the
Reflector, Smith spoke about how
even though the NDP and WRP
may exist on opposite side of the
political spectrum, they agree that
the grassroots principals of both
parties are more in tune with the
individualistic spirit of Albertans
and that business and union
donations have corrupted the PC
party.
Politics aside — what does
this mean for Mount Royal and is
there a party that will protect the
interests of post-secondary students
in the 22 intuitions across Alberta?
The answer — spoiler alert — is
likely no, for the plight of students’
pales in comparison to that of more
consistent taxpayers/voters — like
the elderly and business class.
The only way to shift this
unfortunate paradigm is for you,
the students, to become more
actively involved with your own
education. This will help to protect
the future of not only your program
— but the status of Albertan postsecondary education as a whole.
We at the Reflector asked you
in this same editorial last issue to
phone Premier Alison Redford’s
office with your concerns about
your educational futures. Once
again that number is (780) 4272251. We encourage you to call
that number, but this week we also
encourage you to reach out to us at
the paper on Tuesday, November
12.
On this day, the Reflector has
their weekly “Coffee and a paper”
event. Come talk to us, bring your
letters, concerns and worries.
We will email them all out to the
province of Alberta and publish
them online.
Use
the
hashtag
#Fightt hepowerMRU wit h
@reflecthis in your posts.
— The Reflector Staff

“The Miley Cyrus.”
Ansaoneil Datt
Science

“Slutty pumkin.”
Justin Kirsch
Open studies

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.

features
Very
superstitious
those that may forsake their future.
Superstitions aren’t limited to
one person, or to any one place
— they are spread all across the
world and no culture is exempt.
They take form in the little things
we do to maintain control over
our lives and they usually are so
automatic we don’t even notice
we are doing them. No one knows
what the future holds, but doing
(or not doing) something that
will bring us good luck will at
least assure us that we are
trying to make
it a better
one… knock
on wood.
The number 13, black
cats and broken mirrors
are common images that are believed
to bring bad luck in parts
the world. These traditions are
passed down from generation to
generation, and there is a good
chance that you will deem the
same rituals as either good or
back luck.
Every culture in the world
has some sort of superstition,

but typically countries that have
had a rougher history are bound
to have many more such traditions — generally, with a larger
amount of the population believing in them.
China is one of the most superstitious places, while those
within North America believe in
very little. Some of the traditions
in China to avoid bad luck:
people should
have a well
shaven
f a c e
(or wellgroomed
facial hair),
a house facing north will
bring ruin to
the family (bad
chi) and that if a person hits another with a broom the
hitter will receive horrible luck
and ruin their life. These superstitions come from old folklores and
most of their origin unknown. A
lot of these habits seem unnecessary to some, and may even seem
crazy to others, but many people
often feel that it does something
to alter the outcome.
There are lots of
countries that have
some other interesting habits:
don’t gift a wallet unless you put
some money in it before
hand; seeing a goat is a good
thing as they absorb any evil or
harm; eating 12 grapes at midnight on New Years will bring
a year of luck and whistling inside is bad for money.

my sore throat induced misery I
pulled out a lozenge to ease my
suffering. What did I find when
I dug out my trusty Halls? A
motivational quote written on
the wrapper, “Get back in there
champ!”
My mental response to the
lozenge wrapper was, “Shut up,
Halls, I want a nap.” (To appreciate my quirky inspiration that
stems from wrappers, see my
earlier entry “God’s Anatomy”).
The past few weeks it seems
that everyone is getting sick. All
my coworkers, half of my roommates and the majority of the
students in my program are all
ill. Mount Royal is even running
their flu shot clinics again!
What I’ve learned lately is that
the majority of illness is caused
by stress, which I don’t think
that is really shocking news to
anyone. You can feel when your
body starts getting tired out, and
it always seems to be at the most
stressful times (like midterm season). Your brain is in a constant
state of active thought as you are
running facts and figures through
it. There is a never-ending to-do

list at your fingertips with all the loves to talk about the subject
other projects underway this time of rest. Eastern religions often
involve some sort of meditation
of year.
Chances are you’ve got some or clearing of the mind while
sort of music pumping into your Western religions are huge on
ears while you try and drown Sabbath keeping. Now, I can
out all the other noise that is sur- write entire academic papers on
rounding you: people talking, the concept of Sabbath, but the
lights buzzing, dishwasher slosh- origin of the word sums it up just
ing, sirens squealing. My head fine. The concept of Sabbath
hurts just thinking about it (but comes from the Hebrew word
maybe that’s because I’m sick).
“Shabbat” which literally transWhen do you ever get
lated means “rest” or “cessation”
(to cease what you are doing).
rest? Is there ever really a
There’s this awesome verse in
time and place where the
the bible where Jesus says, “The
noise stops? I wonder if
Sabbath was made for man,
it’s even possible to exnot man for the Sabbath.”
perience true silence,
especially in a big city
He says this in response
like Calgary. If by
to this super holiersome miracle
than-thou
you find a
guy who is
little haven in
giving him grief
this big city that is
because his disciactually quiet, can
ples are picking
you turn off the
some grain
noise inside your
to eat on the
head?
day of rest.
Let me
This occurs
tell you that
right before
faith, in its
Jesus goes
Photo Illustration: Albina Khouzina a n d g i ve s
many forms,

Is the writing on the
wall that luck
is with us
Albina Khouzina
Features Editor
Don’t walk under a ladder or
throw a pinch of spilled salt over
your shoulder. Never open an
umbrella inside a building. What
happens if you do those things?
Will bad luck befall you or is it
just hullabaloo?
Superstitions are around us
and most people, whether or not
they admit it, believe in some
set of traditions they
follow to either
feel lucky or
avoid

Different
sounds
of silence
Trade the
sound of cars
for something
relaxing

Jacqueline Eaton
Faith Columnist
Earlier this year I was stuck at
school and fighting off a cold. In

Features Editor
Albina Khouzina
featureseditor@thereflector.ca

It is very
good luck
to see someone carrying
full buckets
of water in the
morning… but the
chances of waking up and seeing
someone toting buckets of water
seem pretty slim in Calgary.
There are too many
superstations
to list off or
count; they are
prevalent ever ywhere.
And we ofte n d o n’ t
even notice
that we probably follow the
same habits as our grandparents in order to avoid bad
luck.
While they may seem like they
are irrational practices, we all
seem to have that

lucky
s h i r t
or something we
like to do before a big event.
Superstitious or not, there is usually no harm in believing in luck
— unless it’s negatively effecting
your life.
Go ahead carry that rabbit’s
foot around and flaunt that lucky
pencil. If you think it brings you
luck, then who is to say it doesn’t?
And who can’t use a little more
luck in their lives?

Photo illustrations: Albina Khouzina

someone a whole new hand on
the day of rest as well. It’s this
part of the book of Mark where
people start plotting to kill Him
(seriously, Jesus was a rebel).
Now all this talk about ceasing
work and Jesus doing work might
seem contradictory, but it actually
paints the perfect picture of rest.
Rest is ceasing from that which
burdens you and alternatively
taking up that which renews you.
Instead of aiming for complete silence (which can be nice, but can
also be unsettling), trade noises.
For me it means trading the
sound of cars on a busy street
for crickets beside a quiet lake.
I trade the clacking of computer
keys for the laughter of a friend
over coffee. I trade the buzz that
coffee gives me on a school day
for a solid nap. I ignored my Halls
wrapper completely. There need
to be some days where you don’t
“get back in there”. Time needs
to be set aside for you to get out
of “there” – wherever your stressful “there” is – and get into something that renews your spirit instead.
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Yay porn!
... Unless it gives you
erectile dysfunction
Lynn Dawn
Sex Columnist
I’ve been trying to write about the
topic of porn since I started writing this column in September of
2012. But every time I sit down
to do it, the subject just seems too
big and too complicated.
And my opinion on porn seems
to change every day. I’ll read an
article about the negative effects
of porn or what some of the actors
have been through and I’ll feel
nauseated and swear it off… and
then later I’ll find myself rubbing
one out to a video that showed
up on my Tumblr dashboard and
think, “Eh, this isn’t so bad.”
I’ve decided to split this into
two articles, though I could
probably write for the rest of the
semester on different aspects of
porn: one on how watching porn
can affect you and another on
some of my own ethical qualms
with porn.
Before we get into it, let’s talk
about all the rad things about
porn first. This is pretty easy. You
get to watch people have sex. Any
kind of sex you can imagine. You
could watch a different video every day for the rest of your life
and you would never run out of
videos to watch. You don’t even
need to watch a whole video
though. You can watch a compilation or click between 15 videos
before you get off. You can watch
fantasies that you might never be
able (or want to) experience in
real life. And you can get it all for
the cost of an internet connection.
It can also be fun to watch as
a couple to get you both excited,
and maybe even give you some
ideas to try out yourselves.
As porn expands and becomes
more readily available it is also
becoming easier to find porn not
aimed at straight males. I think

this is positive. If you are queer
you can find porn that’s actually
meant for queer people and not
for straight guys who get off to
girls eating each other out. Side
note: I recommend the Crash Pad
Series if you are looking for this.
But what is harmful about
porn is also what is so great about
it. So much choice, so many videos. It becomes too stimulating.
Humans have never before had
porn so readily available and
this creates a risk of becoming
addicted to porn and finding it
preferable to having sex with a
real life person. It can also cause
a viewer to have a distorted view
of reality and what real life sex is
actually like.
I will go into the latter more in
my next article, but for now just
remember: porn is fantasy. The
participants in porn are actors.
Don’t treat your partner like a
porn-star. Treat them like a person that you are getting intimate
with who has preferences and desires that will probably not align
with what you see in porn.
An article in Psychology Today
said that a growing number of
young men are complaining of
“delayed ejaculation, inability to
be turned on by real partners, and
sluggish erections.”
Most of these guys relate the
problem to a heavy porn/masturbation habit. Although this has
been reported mostly by men,
women have also experienced
this. They can no longer get off
with their partner and would
rather masturbate to porn.
Basically what happens is with
so much porn available, the same
old stuff stops being exciting and
viewers start seeking out more
extreme porn, and then more
extreme porn than that and it escalates.
I’ve had friends joke about orgasming and becoming aware of

Photo Illustration: Hannah Cawsey

what they’re watching and being
disgusted by it. In my Internet
scrounging, I also read about
straight males who find themselves becoming attracted to gay
or transsexual porn even though
they are straight. Their brain
craves new and more extreme visuals to get that dopamine.
This can be scary stuff, but
what does it mean? Stop watching porn? If you think you might
have a porn addiction or find
you’re becoming less interested
in having sex then abstaining
from porn might be necessary.
If you are experiencing erectile
dysfunction, abstaining from

Sustainable
Solutions
for the Global
Marketplace.
Our BBA in Sustainability and International Business enables you to complete your
third and fourth year full time on-campus. You’ll build an international network
while learning with like-minded students from around the globe, with real-world
guidance from expert instructors. We’re ready when you are: 1.877.778.6227.

life.changing

royalroads.ca/bba

watching porn for 6 – 12 weeks
can help bring back your boner,
or for women, help bring back
sensitivity and make sex satisfying again.
For those who enjoy porn but
have not experienced these extremely negative consequences,
just remember to enjoy things
in moderation. Don’t let yourself become dependent on porn.
Masturbate without watching it
sometimes, and remember that
real life sex is better than fapping
to a screen.

Watching
porn doesn’t
make you a
bad person
and what you
watch doesn’t
determine
your sexual
orientation.
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Hipster hangouts
You probably haven’t
been here before
David Wenzel
Contributor
Area 51. Fort Knox. Disneyland’s
Club 33.
The world is full of hidden,
enigmatic areas of intrigue that
concoct curiosity and ensnare the
imagination. Would you believe,
however, that our own campus
is rich with its own secret places
and mysterious hideaways that
ignite the same kind of fascination? Come, take a tour behind
the closed doors of Mount Royal
University, beyond the familiar,
and revel in the mysteries that lie
within.

THE FILTER ROOM

The Filter Room is the place
that houses all of the equipment
necessary to operate Mount
Royal’s saltwater swimming
pool, including three massive
sand filters and numerous other
intricate systems. Every drop
in the swimming pool passes
through this room every four

hours, flowing through an
elaborate system that cleans and
sanitizes the water.
Dubbed “The Shark Tank,”
the room is said to house the
pool’s pet shark, Fins of Fury (in
reality, Fins of Fury is a tiny pet
fish located in the pool’s office).
Misbehaving swimmers are told
that if they don’t smarten up, the
windows will be opened and good
Ole’ Fins will take care of them.
Better watch out!
Situated at the deep-end of the
pool, the area includes a narrow,
dimly lit passageway that encircles the entire pool. This magnificent, curious corridor is where
each of the underwater spotlights
is serviced.
The Filter Room also features
a subterranean trapdoor. The
area beneath this opening floods
with water while the pool is being
drained: a process that takes up to
eight hours.
A true gem of mystery on
Mount Royal’s campus, the pool’s
filter room is much more than
just a mechanical storehouse: it
is a room filled to the brim with

“THE SHARK TANK”

7
fascinating facts, technology and
marvel.

MYSTERIOUS
THEATER SPACES

The world of theatre is a
spectacular one, full of wonder
and intrigue. What lurks
backstage and above a theatre,
out of the eager audience’s view,
may surprise you. Let’s take a
stroll, shall we?
We begin our tour high
above the Wright Theatre,
where sound; lighting and stage
technicians work behind-thescenes on every production.
While actors and musicians
perform on-stage, technicians
operate every spotlight, cueup every sound effect and
manage each component of the
production from this hidden loft.
Take a few steps down a
shadowy hallway and you’ll find
yourself at a room so hidden, so
tucked-away within the maze of
the theatre spaces, that it is generally unchartered territory even
amongst those who are familiar
with this hidden catwalk. This,
my friends, is the mechanical
room.
Although it may seem inconsequential, this is the hub of electronic components within the
theatres. The beauty of this room
lies in its seclusion. This is a hidden room within a covert space,
a Narnia within the walls of our
theatres.
Our next stop is a loft situated
between the Wright and Leacock
Theatres. This concrete balcony
overlooks the theatre workshop,
the place where every set is meticulously designed, constructed

SECRET GREENHOUSE
and painted.
In the room below, we find
saws, drills, measuring tapes,
paint, and everything else needed to turn wood into beautifully
crafted sets.
Our penultimate stop on this
Magical Mystery Tour is the technicians’ booth above the Leacock
Theatre. Like the glass-paneled
room above the Wright Theatre,
this is where sound and light technicians, as well as the stage manager, produce the show.
And finally, behold, the
room of infinite reflections: The
Dressing Room. Located behind
the Nickle Theatre, this is one of
the areas where performers strive
to look their best before shining
for the waiting crowd outside.
The sprawling areas that
lie behind, above and around
Mount Royal’s theatres are often
overlooked by the casual theatre
fan. It is in these rooms, though,
where the real magic happens,
where countless hours of work

and thoughtful preparation make
every performance unforgettable.
There’s something about hidden
areas such as these, concealed
just beyond familiar territory,
which captivates the imagination
and feeds our curiosity. There’s an
entire world out there, lurking
out of sight, just behind closed
doors...what lies within?

THE ROOFTOP
GREENHOUSE

Welcome to the room of glass.
Tucked away deep within one
of the science wings, Mount
Royal’s expansive rooftop garden
is bathed in rays of mysterious
delight. Home to a vast array
of plants, from sunflowers to
carnivorous pitcher plants, the
greenhouse is open to academics
wishing to conduct research
in the facility. Among several
ongoing research projects, plants
that will one day be a part of
MRU’s community garden are
being grown in the greenhouse.
Because of its intriguing
location, intrinsic beauty and
little-known existence amongst
the student population, Mount
Royal’s rooftop greenhouse is a
unique and fascinating spot on
campus.

CHECK OUT THE FULL
STORY AND ONLINE
GALLERY AT
THEREFLECTOR.CA

THE WORKSHOP

Reflector Publications
Society of Calgary
2013 Annual General Meeting
Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013 at 12:00 noon
Wyckham House Foodcourt
All credit students are members of the Reflector
Publications Society and are entitled to vote at
society meetings.

Please visit our website at
www.TheReflector.ca
for more information and details

Editors note: All the areas featured in
this article are under lock and key and were
accessed with permission. Many thanks to
those who made this feature a possibility.
All photos: David Wenzel

is hiring!
Public Outreach, Canada’s leader in face-to-face fundraising, is dedicated to
raising sustainable donations for our select group of non-profits.
We are looking for outgoing, passionate, and hard-working individuals who
have strong communication skills.
•
•
•
•
•

Full-time and part-time positions open
Advancement and travel opportunities
Work outside in a positive team environment
No commission, guaranteed hourly wages
Wages starting at $14/hr with the potential to make $15/hr within 3
months

APPLY ONLINE AT: www.publicoutreachrecruitment.com
OR CALL: 587-355-9981
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

Hosted by the
Students’ Association
of Mount Royal University
students’ association
of mount royal university

Saturday November 2, 2013
Wyckham House Student Centre

3:00p.m. : singer and dancer
registration open
4:00 p.m. : Grand Entry

Everyone Welcome

Contact: Cory Cardinal, Native Student Centre Coordinator
Direct: (403) 440-7795, Fax: (403) 440-8909, nsc@samru.ca

YOU’RE
INVITED TO THE

STUDENTS’
COUNCIL
PUBLIC SESSIONS
THE FALL 2013 PUBLIC SESSION DATES:
If you would like to see YOUR student representatives
in action, consider attending upcoming sessions of
Students’ Council located on the 2nd floor of
Wyckham House in Council Chambers.

SEPTEMBER 30TH 2013 — 4:30PM-7:30PM
OCTOBER 21ST 2013 — 4:30PM-7:30PM
NOVEMBER 4TH 2013 — 4:30PM-7:30PM

Don’t forget — You can run for Council in both the Fall
and Winter semesters. Getting involved now is a
great opportunity to learn more! Contact
president@samru.ca for more information.

DECEMBER 2ND 2013 — 4:30PM-7:30PM

SEE YOU THERE!
Your Students’ Association:
We inspire growth through engagement.

samruBuzz

Your Students’ Association:
We inspire growth through engagement.

samruBuzz

A Pharmacy for U!

Dental Choice is MRUʼs new dental clinic, offering services to
the MRU community and beyond. Dental Choice is Albertaʼs
largest group of dental professionals, committed to your dental
health. Our general, cosmetic, reconstructive, and sedation
dentists are available to take care of all your dental needs.
The Dental Choice clinic is open to MRU students, faculty, staff,
their families and friends — everyone is welcome.
We are located in
Room Z006 in the basement of the Wyckham House Student Centre.
See samru.ca/dentalchoice for hours of operation
and contact information.

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

WYCKHAM
PHARMACY
COME VISIT US!
Hours Of Operation
Monday - Thursday 9:00am-6pm
Fridays 9:00am-4:30pm
Closed Weekends

Z004 Wyckham House Student Centre basement
Email: Thomas@WyckhamPharmacy.com
www.wyckhampharmacy.com

samruBuzz
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arts

Arts Editor
Becca Paterson
artseditor@thereflector.ca

Spooky Music
It simply
wouldn’t be
Halloween
without the
appearance of
Jack
Skellington,
everyone’s
favourite
Pumpkin King

The Reflector gives you the
Top 3 album choices for your
Halloween soundtrack
Omar Omar
Staff Writer
It’s that time of year again.
Pumpkins are out and diabetes
levels are on the rise. But what
good is Halloween without an
eerie, chill-inducing medley of
melodies to set the stage before
the screams?
Answer: no good. For that
reason, the Ref lector has
compiled a list of the top three
albums that will put the spook
into your Halloween:

Ooky Spooky
Voltaire

This album is more morbid
than one may usually desire, but
Voltaire’s unique lyrics and lifelike music will provide much
more than a mere scare for
Halloween.
The tracks on Ooky Spooky
belong in no better place than
a Halloween party — assuming
you aren’t too hammered to
notice — and will complement
the mystery of people in mask,
cloak and disguise dancing away
until the brim of the night.
This album has a Mexican/
Latino influence, with songs
such as “Day of the Dead” and

Feminists,
fairies
and fooling
around

WordFest’s
Out. Loud.
Live. kept
audience
laughing all
night long

“Blue-Eyed Matador” that all
fit perfectly into a Halloween
theme.

The Nightmare
before
Christmas
soundtrack
Danny Elfman

In the soundtrack for the
infamous film celebrating
a hybrid of Christmas and
Halloween, Danny Elfman has
created a musical masterpiece
that will haunt, charm and thrill
all at once — and will remain
a timeless staple for every
Halloween… or Christmas.
There are many orchestral
elements in this soundtrack that
serve to immerse listeners into
the wonders of the night while
instilling a haunting fear of the
things that go bump. Such is
the case with the song “Jack’s
Lament”, which sees melancholic
verses mixed with frightening
sections of soft, yet spooky notes.
Other songs, like “This is
Halloween”, with its sharp,
rhythmic bursts of intensity,
really set the stage for both the
movie from which it is featured,
as well as any plans you have for
your Halloween.

Leah Fink
Staff Writer
“You are witness to an experiment. This is theatre in the raw,
reading in the raw.”
These were the words which
Alison Wearing started her presentation in Out. Loud. Live.
at Calgary Wordfest. And she
proved true to her word. This
event was not so much authors
reading from books as taking
their written work to a different
medium — comedy — and acting
to connect with the audience.
Of course, none of the three
performing women were just
authors. Wearing, who started
the event, is a writer, dancer
and actress — and is currently
touring and starring in her own
one-woman play. After international success with her first
book Honeymoon in Purdah,
she has introduced her memoir,
Confessions of a Fairy’s Daughter.
This novel about her experience growing up with a gay dad
combines the fascinating and
mirthful story of her childhood
with perfectly timed music and
featured such stories as, “My
first ‘gay fathers of Toronto’
picnic.” Wearing shared a

Iillustration: Hannah Cawsey

H.P Lovecraft
Historical
Society

It is indeed a rare occurrence
to find a group capable of
perfectly revising and making
morbid the melodies and
attributed lyrics of Beethoven’s
famous “Ode to Joy”, but H.P.
Lovecraft Historical Society has
somehow made it work.
The Society creates CDs,
movies and even games that
are all aligned with Lovecraft’s
terrifying mythos, but their
music in particular is off-putting

segment of this one-woman
show, which had inspired her
to make the story into a novel.
With another unique collection
of talent, Sara Tilley was the
next author to grace the stage.
St. John’s native Tilley is not just
an author, but also a performer,
playwright, editor, theatre artist and Pochinko Clown teacher
(one of the few in the world).
After an opening excerpt from
her novel Skin Room, Tilley
donned the cap and red nose
of a Pochinko clown - as she
called it, “the thinnest mask in
the world” - and performed four
roles simultaneously from her
current production, A Feminist
Collective Trying to Perform
the Entire History of Women
in Newfoundland. This play
was produced with the theatre company EstroCollective,
but Tilley has also founded her
own feminist theatre company
called She Said Yes! Tilley is
the current writer in residence
at the University of Calgary.
The final author of the night,
Ophira Eisenberg, is a Calgaryborn comedian, now residing
and working in Brooklyn. Her hilarious memoir, Screw Everyone:
Sleeping My Way to Monogamy,
follows her life experiences as

and downright haunting. It is
akin to what one could expect
to hear in a cathedral from hell.
In other words, this music is
fantastic.
Multi-instrumental orchestra
is the musical medium here, but
what stands out the most are the
lyrics to the music, which often
glorify the Lovecraftian Cthulu
or some other eldritch horror,
which is heard quite often in
the track, “Death to the World”.
Other signatures songs unique
to the Society often disguise
disturbance in pleasant-sounding
music, such as “Have Yourself a
Scary Little Solstice”.

she goes from a tragic breakup to working with a Haitian
witch doctor and finally to her
current husband. Her performance demonstrated her incredible range, seamlessly shifting from side-splitting humour
to incredibly sweet romance in
just the few stories she told at
the event. In addition to her
novel, and the stories she has
contributed to various anthologies, Eisenberg is a stand-up
comedian and actress. She is
currently hosting the trivia and
game-show Ask Me Another,
and often works with the storytelling company The Moth.
If you have not experienced
WordFest before, it is definitely
worth checking out. Whether
you enjoy the spoken or written
word, comedy, or learning improv or scripted - WordFest has
a little bit of everything.
Over the week of Oct. 14 - 20,
an abundance of authors make
their way to Calgary and Banff
to share a little of their craft.

OUT’N
ABOUT
Film:
Crystal Fairy
Now Playing – The Globe
Cinemas
Starring Canadian actor
Michael Cera, Crystal Fairy
tells the story of a young
American living in Chile as
a drug tourist. When he and
three of his Chilean friends
decide to make a trip to
track down a powerful
psychedelic, they encounter
the Crystal Fairy — who is
determined to make the trip
a memorable experience for
the four travellers.

Music:
Kat Danser CD Release
Show
Nov. 2, 7:00 p.m. – Festival
Hall
Celebrating the release of
her latest album, Baptized
by the Mud, Edmonton
native Kat Danser will
be bringing her church
blues sound to Calgary.
Inspired by the legendary
blues artists that came
from the Mississippi Delta,
Baptized by the Mud is “like
travelling with your ears.”
ABBAsolutely fABBAulous
Nov. 5, 8:00 p.m. – The
Southern Alberta Jubilee
Auditorium
Relive all of ABBA’s
greatest hits in a nostalgic
performance put on by
the ABBA tribute band,
ABBAsolutely fABBAulous.

Stage:
Dancers’ Studio West
presents Artists in
Residence (AIR) Fall
Performance Series Oct. 31
to Nov. 2, 8:00 p.m. – DSW
Theatre
After five weeks of careful
development of their
performances, this event
sees two Albertan talents
– Edmonton’s Alida NyquistShultz and Calgary’s Tara
Wilson – in a “provocative
double-bill of contemporary
dance.”
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Mental Distractions
Crossword

Sudoku

Puzzle 1 (Easy, difficulty rating 0.38)

Easy
1

2

3

4

5

14

6

7

8

18

20

21

27

18

19
22

4

13

8

19

23

4

29

33

30

34

36

34

37

39

37

40

42

12

25

28

31

45

46

49

51

54

55

58

59

60

61

62

63

56

2. Peek follower
3. List from which to choose
4. Adult male horse
5. Prepared for publication
6. Outdoes
7. Author ___ Stanley Gardner
8. Slugger’s stat
9. Symbolism
10. Deaden
11. Track shape
12. Sixth Greek letter
13. ___ about (approximately)
21. Half of zwei
23. Scoop holder
25. Dutch treat
26. Redbreast
27. Actress Verdugo
28. Bearings
29. Small rodent
30. Really bother
31. Give it ___!
32. Hostess Perle

APPLES
BAT
BLACK
BLOOD
BRAINS
CANDY
CARVING
CASPER
CAT

X
H
R
R
E
Q
F
X
R
V
E
G
H
C
H
A
O
F
S
F
K
B
U
S
V

J
S
Y
E
C
C
C
I
A
A
X
H
X
A
I
O
E
G
F
A
G
R
N
B
D

A
C
D
A
W
H
M
P
N
M
P
T
U
N
N
H
K
G
R
N
F
A
T
E
M

Down
1. Singer Vikki

J
R
I
T
Z
O
L
I
G
P
H
W
S
D
E
U
Y
U
A
G
B
I
I
Y
O

V
E
K
P
R
C
L
Q
E
I
Y
A
C
Y
C
N
P
F
N
S
A
N
N
E
N

E
A
W
N
S
O
P
V
L
R
W
W
U
A
D
E
E
W
K
D
T
S
G
B
S

CAULDREN
CHAINSAW
CHOCOLATE
CLAWS
COBWEBS
COSTUMES
DECORATIONS
DRACULA
EYEBALLS

6

7

3

5

1

6

9

R
M
L
C
I
L
T
D
E
E
L
G
S
N
P
M
A
K
E
U
P
C
J
A
T

R
S
Q
A
Z
A
S
Y
C
S
T
P
Y
U
T
P
B
C
N
I
K
G
H
L
E

H
Y
E
U
C
T
N
Y
A
D
E
A
M
P
L
E
O
O
S
Q
X
Y
M
L
R

X
T
I
L
J
E
L
Q
R
R
M
P
W
Z
S
R
D
D
T
J
G
Q
J
S
S

FALL
FANGS
FRANKENSTEIN
GHOSTS
GOBLINS
GYPSY
HALLOWEEN
HAUNTED
HUNTING

P
R
J
D
O
T
X
W
V
A
K
J
P
O
A
Y
W
C
E
X
M
A
S
K
S

K
I
P
R
C
G
W
G
I
I
M
T
P
T
C
Q
B
O
I
R
W
N
I
V
J

6

N
C
D
E
T
H
C
U
N
M
B
R
I
A
M
C
L
S
N
C
F
N
I
N
U

P
K
S
N
O
O
J
S
G
M
I
O
T
B
M
F
A
T
L
N
K
Y
C
K
Q

8

MAKEUP
MASKS
MONSTERS
MOON
MUMMY
NIGHT
OCTOBER
ORANGE
PARTY

6

2

K
B
M
N
R
R
S
R
A
Q
Q
B
B
P
I
C
R
S
L
G
O
A
B
S
A

PIE
PRANKS
PRINCESS
PUMPKINS
SCARY
SCREAMS
SEEDS
SPOOKY
TREAT

S
E
E
D
S
S
E
R
I
B
O
V
A
W
T
G
G
O
E
E
M
P
L
Q
C

V
Z
R
R
C
P
Y
J
L
X
R
R
E
Z
C
C
W
N
V
N
T
P
I
L
U

D
P
R
L
M
O
J
O
R
V
T
A
P
J
H
E
C
Q
Y
A
U
L
N
P
L

4

9

5

7

1

9

1

1

N
K
E
R
R
S
Q
E
Z
C
S
Z
R
G
W
L
A
E
N
L
Q
K
O
V
R

2
6

7

A
D
T
W
E
T
B
T
C
S
S
Z
W
Z
O
L
K
M
G
X
A
K
G
G
D

4

Medium

8

2
R
N
D
C
B
S
I
X
A
N
N
X
X
V
G
A
C
U
O
V
H
H
H
U
U

9

1

8

Puzzle 1 (Medium, difficulty rating 0.50)

34. Surgical dressing
37. Happenings
38. Rhizoid
40. Fake coin
41. So long!
43. Tips off
44. Reduce
46. ___ Gras
47. Crimson Tide, for short
48. Some are pale
49. Mustachioed artist
50. Manner of walking
51. Think tank product
52. Denials
53. Glamour rival
56. Tic-tac-toe loser
© BestCrosswords.com

Halloween
G
E
D
T
O
S
P
O
O
K
Y
I
W
I
G
S
H
M
J
S
N
X
H
P
B

1

3
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Word Search
W
Z
O
B
M
U
M
M
Y
Q
L
N
K
Z
U
R
J
C
M
S
X
G
A
L
Y

9

53

57

39. B & B
40. March man
41. Seashore
42. Pronounce through the
nostrils
44. Ray of “GoodFellas”
45. Crescent-shaped figure
46. Flesh
47. No-goodnik
50. Petrol
54. Chemical used on trees
55. Flies high
57. Worshiped one
58. Dissolve
59. Rust, e.g.
60. Ship stabilizer
61. Garage sale sign
62. Out
63. Relaxation

Across
1. Engine parts
5. Movie critic Roger
10. Clown
14. Encourage in wrongdoing
15. Bowler hat
16. Tied
17. Barrett of gossip
18. Long Island town
19. Western pact
20. Game of chance
22. Pertaining to the eyes
24. Falsehoods
25. Grab, slangily
26. Cause to remember
29. Ray of moonlight
33. Mixed bags
34. Overcharge
35. You ___ here
36. “It’s ___ real”
37. Garish
38. Numbered rds.

52

4

8

8

50

7

1

7

44

6

3

9

38

3

6

32

35

2

41

43

48

11

16

24

47

10

15

17

26

9

E
L
I
D
J
X
O
I
O
Y
N
B
J
D
E
J
O
Z
G
H
K
E
S
W
A

Q
P
X
E
W
D
V
U
I
V
I
U
K
N
S
Z
V
C
L
A
W
S
U
N
F

2
8

1
5

7
4

3

6

9

6

2

5
5

8

7
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Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.61)

Hard

8
8
1
7

2

1

5

1
4

6

2

3

5
6

5

1

8

8

TRICK
VAMPIRES
WEREWOLVES
WIGS
WITCHES

9
7

4
8

3

1
5

7

2
6

8

9
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Lorde
Pure Heroine
Universal Music
Group
Score: A

Sixteen -year-old New Zealand
singer-songwriter Lorde’s
debut albums, Pure Heroine,
was released in Canada in late
September.
Lorde manages to address some
mature themes while staying
relatively upbeat. “White
Teeth Teens” touches on selfpresentation, and “Buzzcut
Season” could be a reference to
ignorance in general. “Tennis
Court” sees Lorde flipping over
high school stereotypes, like
class clowns and beauty queens,
with her signature rhythmic
style.

However, her voice may be most
powerful when layered on top of
itself. Spine-chilling harmonies
on tracks like “Glory and Gore”
and the hit single “Royals”
make Pure Heroine an ideal
soundtrack for anything from
studying, to a long drive with
the windows down. Although
Lorde is new to the music scene,
she’s likely an artist to watch out
for. She’s only 16 now – imagine
her at 25 or 30.
— Michelle Vaniersel

Photo courtesy: Facebook

On Oct. 17, Streetlight Manifesto, a long-standing seven-member ska group, put on an
explosive show at Republik .

The End of
the Manifesto
Streetlight Manifesto
electrified The Republik in
semi-farewell tour
Ian Ridewood
Contributor
On Oct17., Streetlight Manifesto,
a long-standing seven-member
ska group, put on an explosive
show at The Republik.
The band combines guitar, trumpet, trombone, alto and tenor
saxophones, bass and drums.
Their unique instrumentation
and genre diversity were key
ingredients to a truly amazing
show.
Touring in celebration both
of their latest album, The Hands
That Thieve, and their messy
breakup with their record label,
Victory Records, they brought
to Republik a wall of sound that
electrified the small venue. The
band has been candid that their
2013 tour will be their last, for
now.
The opening solo artists, Mike
Park and Dan P., both showed
huge energy, using only their
voices and acoustic guitar. Their
pop/punk and ska hooks kept
the crowd roaring in approval
— and a shout-out to the main
attraction, as Dan P. pointed
out, doesn’t hurt either. With
their boundless energy and good
vibes, each of the opening artists
could easily headline their own

pub show.
The crowd was already rocking by the time Streetlight
marched onstage; the band’s
only pomp came from the
screaming audience as the first
song began.
Right from the beginning, the
band produced a wall of sound
that assaulted the eardrums.
Both hands and audience members were thrown in the air from
start to finish, and the hullabaloo didn’t cease until Streetlight’s
set was far over. It’s a rare sight
to see crowd surfing in such a
small venue like The Republik,
but security was strong-arming
those that were riding the waves
from song one. That crowd energy dared you not to throw your
hands in the air and have a good
time.
Heavy drums and bass
pounded through the show,
which served to highlight the
brass’ mastery; the high notes
and shiny solos were clear as
a bell from the front row or
across the room. The quality
of sound mixing, which varies
between Republik shows, heavily favoured the low notes, but
the band’s skill easily trumped
the situation. The horns came
through strong from the start,
and never let up.

As promised by their recorded work, Streetlight Manifesto
showed a variety of genres during their show. Each band member brought their own style to
the live performance, blending
their own unique flavor of ska —
using folk, rock, pop/punk, jazz
and funk elements along with
ska’s usual reputation as reggae’s
progenitor. The band’s versatility
shone through the event, never
faltering for a second.
The band’s guitarist and lead
singer, Tomas Kalnoky, cites the
soundtrack for the film Stand
by Me as his main influence, but
added he takes cues from diverse
range of bands - from Nirvana to
The Drifters. The band proves
that since producing their first
album, they’ve added more and
more eastern European and gypsy sounds to give their music a
definite world influence.
Only a flexible band such as
Streetlight could pull off Kurt
Cobain, 1950s doo-wop, and
gypsy sounds simultaneously,
and at their Republik show, they
surpassed all expectations with
flying colours.

The Weeknd
Kiss Land
XO
Score: A-

Abel Tesfaye, better known as
The Weeknd, just released his
second album, Kiss Land; and
this Ontario talent is definitely
an artist to watch out for.
Though he only began releasing
music in late 2010, The Weeknd
already has a substantial
following, due in part to his
many collaborations – including
one with his friend and fellow
artist, Drake. “Live For” is the
most popular track on the
album and again shows how
well the two work together.
He also collaborated with

Pharrell to create the very
catchy “Wanderlust,” and with
Parisian house artist Kavinsky
to produce “Odd Look”, a
track with a poppier feel —
something very different for
The Weeknd.
With The Weeknd’s smooth
falsetto voice, there are no bad
tracks on Kiss Land. This album
is a must-buy not only for his
fans, but for anyone looking for
the perfect chill-out soundtrack.
— Albina Khouzina

Miley Cyrus
Bangerz Deluxe

RCA Records
Score: B+

Miley Cyrus needs no
introduction. After her
infamous MTV Video Music
Awards performance, her name
has been on everyone’s lips and
in all the tabloids. And despite
all those who claim she lacks
talent, Cyrus’s third album
Bangerz proves otherwise.
“We Can’t Stop,” the first
release from the album, was
no doubt a summer anthem
for many, and is followed by
the more heartfelt single,
“Wrecking Ball”. The deluxe

version of the album features
collaborations with various
artists including Ludacris,
Nelly, Big Sean and Britney
Spears.
Whether you hate her or love
her, this album sees Miley
Cyrus trying new things
musically and becoming her
own artist. One thing is for
sure – Miley Cyrus isn’t going
anywhere.
— Albina Khouzina
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One
month,
50,000
words

time management as well. It can
be especially difficult for students
to find the time to finish a story.
But even students can set aside
just a couple hours a day to work
with their writing, and that could
be the difference between finishing 50,000 words or not.

Keep going

National Novel Writing
Month kicks off Nov. 1
Photo Illustration: Leah Fink

Photo illustration: flickr.com / Monda@NoTelling

Becca Paterson
Arts Editor
For a lot of students, the only
significance of the first day of
November is the sudden realization that the semester is half over,
and sometimes the overwhelming
flood of stress that follows.
For those who are passionate
about creative writing, however,
Nov. 1 means the first day of
National Novel Writing Month.
If you are unfamiliar with it,
National Novel Writing Month
— better known as NaNoWriMo
— is a challenge for emerging
and established writers to pen a
staggering 50,000-word novel
draft throughout the month of
November. This is no easy task;
in order to be successful, an au-

thor would have to average 1,667
words each day of the month –
roughly equivalent in length to
writing a full essay every day.
The idea of writing an entire
novel in one month may seem too
daunting to for many to consider
participating. However, the focus
of NaNoWriMo is not necessarily to end the month with a perfectly polished, ready-to-publish
novel. Instead, according to the
NaNoWriMo website, this challenge should be “a fun, seat-ofyour-pants approach to creative
writing” that is “for anyone who
has ever thought fleetingly about
writing a novel.”
So, for those up to the challenge, here are some essential
steps to a successful National
Novel Writing Month:

samru.ca

Just do it

Open your computer and
start typing, because the most
important thing to do during
NaNoWriMo is to actually do it.
“People always say, ‘I’m going
to write a novel, and this is what
it’s going to be about,’” said Beth
Everest, one of Mount Royal’s creative writing instructors. “They
talk about it but actually doing it
is really hard.”
Writing a novel is no doubt
a commitment – and a difficult
one to make. But, if you are going to finish all 50,000 words of
your first draft, there is no room
for making excuses. NaNoWriMo
offers that chance to commit, so
take advantage of it and get writing.

Make a plan

Planning is key in every step of
your novel.
“You get to page 30, maybe 50,
and that’s as far as you get,” noted
Everest. “You then have several
chunks of work, but you don’t
know where to go with them because suddenly either you lose
interest as the writer or the novel
just stops. What do you do with
it then?
“Planning ahead of time, even
though you still want the novel to
grow organically, is, I think, really
critical,” said Everest.
Having even a vague outline for
the entire story can help prevent
that, and you can always change
it up or write out of order if you
have to as well.
It is important to have structure: not only for the story, but for

At some point during the
month, you will hit the inevitable
wall that is “writer’s block,” but it
is important to keep writing anyways. Instead of spending that
one or two hours you have set
aside staring blankly at the computer, force yourself to keep your
fingers typing and words flowing.
“You sit down in front of the
computer, and you don’t lift your
butt off until that time is done,”
said Everest.
But for those for whom personal motivation is not a strength,
there is a flourishing NaNoWriMo
community – including a local
group that call themselves the
WriMotaurs – who hold gatherings and events that will help
keep you on track in a fun, social,
and motivating way.

Enjoy NaNoWriMo

Remember, most importantly,
that NaNoWriMo is about having fun. You aren’t going to finish
with a perfect novel. This is just
a draft, and there are 11 other
months in the year for revision, so
just enjoy letting yourself write.

samru.ca

ESDAY
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ZOMBIE DANCE PARTY!
OCTOBER 29th at 8pm in the hub
DRESS UP AS ZOMBIES OR WALKING DEAD CHARACTERS!
PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES INCLUDING

2 TICKETS TO THE FLAMES VS DETROIT
students’ association
of mount royal university

samru.ca/thehub
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Bobby Jones
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

Steroids
part II
The risks of taking
the plunge into
testosterone use

Illustration: Jesse Beaudin

or “test” for short can change the
body in a variety of ways and is
available in three slightly different compounds.

Testosterone
Cypionate:

Bobby Danger Jones
Sports Editor
Here we go with the second part
editorial on steroids.
Last issue the focus was oral
anabolic steroids, and so injectables should rightfully be examined. Let’s be clear when we say
this is only for the experienced,
informed and dedicated user and
is not recommended for anyone.
Google “steroid freaks” and the
results yield depictions of people
that resemble something made
in a Hollywood basement. If getting super big, super quick, is your
priority — then these steroids
are the way to go. Testosterone,

THE

#s

According to www.steroids.
com, this version of test is highly
anabolic and androgenic, meaning these steroids are hormones
that control the development and
maintenance of masculine characteristics.
Testosterone Cypionate promotes nitrogen retention in
the muscle. The more nitrogen
muscles hold, the more protein
they subsequently store. Test
Cypionate also has the ability to
increase activity in satellite cells
that play an active role in repairing damaged muscle, and also
binds to specific androgen receptor mechanisms dependent for
muscle gain and fat loss.
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Goals for stand out
rookie Sean Monahan
who will remain on the
Calgary Flames roster for
the foreseeable future

13

number of wins it
took the Stampeders
to clinch a playoff spot and
home field advantage after
stomping the Eskimos Oct.
18th

Testosterone
Enanthate:

The most commonly used compound of testosterone by plungerpushing athletes and gym junkies
alike. This version of testosterone
is what is prescribed to patients
who suffer from low testosterone production, but it is also
extremely effective for building
muscle and enhancing strength.
Testosterone Enathate is also effective for fat loss and has the
reputation of being readily available—and cheap—to anyone
with the proper know-how.

Testosterone
Propionate:

Test Propinate has the ability
to protect muscle from wasting
away due to catabolic hormones.
Another attribute is the increase
in red blood cell production. This
is great for a juicer because an
increased red blood cell count

8

improves endurance via more
oxygenated blood.

Side Effects
and Health
Complications:

If you are not squeamish of needles and are looking to get jacked
up, a few syringes a week may not
seem like a bad idea. However,
there are serious risks associated
with injecting testosterone aside
from using clean needles and
injection sites. All testosterone
compounds carry extremely elevated levels of aromatase activity. Meaning all that testosterone
running through your body is
converted into estrogen.
A rise in estrogen can lead to
something called gynecomastia, which means potential users
could grow a nice set of moobs
(man boobs). Testosterone abuse
can also cause an increase in water retention that can lead to el-
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seasons and two trips
to the world season
was enough for the Detroit
Tigers Jim Leyland as he
announces his retirement at
age 67

games and 8 points
was a solid start
for Taylor Hall’s 2013-2014
season until he took a hit
to the knee and is now
sidelined for 4 weeks

29

4

of October is when
the 2013-14 NBA
regular season tips off

Place in the scoring
race that Calgary
Flames forward Juri Hudler
is tied for as of Oct. 22nd

evated cholesterol and a dangerous, even a deadly, rise of blood
pressure. Your body’s process of
converting testosterone into dihydrotestosterone (DHT) is the
main culprit for the most common side effects of steroid use
such as severe acne, enlarged
prostate and hair growth.
However if you are predisposed
to male pattern baldness, testosterone abuse can accelerate the
process and you can have the old
cul-de-sac up top prematurely.
Testosterone is not, I repeat NOT,
for women as the risks and side
effects far outweigh any benefit.
The human race has survived and
thrived for thousands of years and
only in last hundred or so we have
been tampering with hormones.
So, unless your dream is to be a
world-class body builder… actually, on second thought, I cannot
condone or promote the use of
testosterone for anyone.

3

years of probation is
what the University of
Miami faces due to “lack of
institutional control.”

23

of October the
World Series of
Baseball begins between
the St. Louis Cardinals and
The Boston Redsox
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Injury
trends in
sports
It’s all fun and
games until
someone
gets hurt
Mike Donaldson
Contributor
It seems every time someone
turns on the television or opens
the sports section, there is a new
story describing how someone, or
something is poisoning the pure
waters that we call sport.
A nightclub brawl here, a
banned substance scandal there
and even murder seems to becoming part of our everyday vocabulary.
Athletes are treated like celebrities, and what’s worse; they are
starting to act like it.
No longer is the mindset of
the athlete about the love of the
game, rather, the love of the lifestyle and the love of the fame; the
love of the money.

But these examples are not
near the largest problem facing
sport today. The biggest problem
facing sport today is fear. Fear of
injury to be specific.
There has been plenty of discussion pertaining to the safety
of the NHL and its players, in regards to fighting and headshots in
general. Oct. 1, in the NHL’s season opener between the Montreal
Canadians and the Toronto Maple
Leafs, Colton Orr and George
Parros fought twice. Parros
missed a punch that caused him
to fall overtop of Orr and hit his
face against the ice. Parros was
wearing a helmet, but it failed to
protect the front of his head as it
met the ice. Parros received a concussion on the play, and had to be
carried off the ice on a stretcher.
He was then taken to hospital in
Montreal.
According to NHL.com, the
enforcer is still out indefinitely.
The incident sparked debate on
whether there is a need to have
fighting remain in the game.
Former Detroit Red Wings captain and current General Manager
of the Tampa Bay Lightning, Steve
Yzerman, had this to say.
“I believe a player should get
a game misconduct for fighting.
We penalize and suspend players for making contact with the
head while checking in an effort
to reduce head injuries yet we still
allow fighting.”
Yzerman’s comments make a
strong point. Headshots are dangerous and a concussion is a very
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serious injury with long-term effects that can be dire. But every
time the debate comes up, it’s not
the enforcer, the one taking the
hits, who is giving an opinion. It’s
the guy watching from the media
booth-The “expert” on television
who has never taken a hit in his
life.
People are so afraid of someone getting injured, that they
fail to look into what the game
will look like without fighting.
Say what you want, but fighting
serves as a deterrent to more dangerous actions on the ice. It holds
players accountable for their actions. It says, “If you’re going to
throw a cheap shot, you’re going
to have to deal with the consequences.” And those consequences are a fight. Two people squaring off. It’s fair, it’s just, and both
players know what is coming.
Without fighting, the only way to
settle the score for a cheap shot is
just that, another cheap shot.
But it’s not just professional
sports where fear of injury wreaks
havoc. Parents are keeping their
children from joining organized
sports for fear thry are too dangerous. Children are being kept
indoors because there is a risk of a
broken bone or a sprained ankle.
According to www.publications.
gc.ca, there has been a steady decline of 17 per cent over the past
18 years in sport participation
in Canada amongst the nation’s
youth.
Yes, in today’s world there are
far more distractions that keep

kids off playing surfaces, one of
the main reason kids don’t play
sports is because parents would
rather their kid be safe in front of
a television, than outside playing
soccer at the local park.
According to Dan Ralph of
The Canadian Press, a study conducted by Hockey Canada and
Bauer Hockey inc. revealed that
a major reason that children were
not signing up for hockey was because of, “safety concerns”.
Every parent has safety concerns about what their child
does, and so they should. But to
completely put sports on the back
burner of a child’s life for a fear of
something that hasn’t happened
is malarkey. Having fear run our
lives is no way to live and partici-

pation in sports betters us in so
many ways. It builds character,
teaches us teamwork and hard
work. It builds confidence and
keeps us healthy. It also teaches
us how to fall and more importantly, how to get back up.
As sport enthusiasts, it’s up to
us to keep pushing past our fears.
Lets face it, people get injured
playing sports. It happens every
day. It comes with the territory.
But that doesn’t mean we have to
change the games we love to play,
or worse, avoid them all together.
I don’t fear getting injured when I
step out on the ice.

Photo courtesy: Wikimedia Commons

Willing combatants let the fists fly.
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The Reflector sits down
with two Cougar coaches

Amanda Ducheminsky

Women’s basketball and volleyball
teams are ready for this season

This year the MRU womens’ basketball team hired a new head
coach, Len Harvey, to help them
prepare for this upcoming season
starting Nov. 7.
“The team has been preparing
since the start of September with
an intense month long training
camp. We’ve been emphasizing
consistency and attention to detail in our preseason prep,” said
Harvey.
The team is becoming a welloiled machine, having already
participated in an Edmonton
Showcase tournament and a
Calgary Cup tournament. The
team will also head to Montana
to compete against two NCAA
teams before regular season.
Even though he was unable
to experience MRU’s transition
into the CIS, Harvey said that he
and the team are receiving a lot
of support from the athletic department.
“Based on everything I’ve experienced so far, the athletic department and support staff have
done such a great job working
every day to make sure we have
what we need to be successful.”
Last season, as a CIS team,
the women’s basketball team
finished with a 5-17 league play
record. There are only four dressing players returning.
“We have taken on a significant number of new players this
year. The team is completely a
new look,” said Harvey.
Harvey sees strength in the
new team. He says that this
year’s team is close and will be
able to work through any challenges.
“The team is very close knit,
and work hard for each other.
They experience adversity on a
daily basis in practice and training. Our ability to work through
difficult situations and find ways
to be successful is going to be the
trademark of this team.”
Harvey also believes that having a new team identity will help
draw Cougar fans to games.
He says that not only do active
crowds have a huge effect on
games, but also the games themselves can have an effect on the
fans.
“I fondly remember my time
spent in gyms and supporting
my university’s varsity teams. In
a lot of ways it was a social event.
It is a huge piece to creating an
engaged student body. We are a
smaller school here in Calgary,
but I think we need to develop
an identity of having the best
student crowds of CanWest.”

Amanda Ducheminsky
Staff Writer

Sandra Lamb
Women’s volleyball
Head Coach
With Sandra Lamb at the helm,
The Mount Royal University
women’s volleyball team is ready
to take on another year in the
CIS.
“Being in the CIS has been a
very positive move. The competition you face each weekend is
always strong and can never be
taken lightly,” Lamb said. “The
amount of hours spent on video
and preparation has increased.
“Last year the team faced an
incredible feat finishing fourth
in Canada West.”
This year the team is striving
to do even better. Lamb says the
preseason for the team has been
used to make improvements and
to test out some new formation
strategies.
“We are always looking to get
better. We are implementing
some new systems offensively

Staff Writer

Len Harvey
Women’s basketball
Head Coach

and defensively. Preseason has
been used to determine if we can
sustain these changes or make
adjustments along the way.”
Three new players, including
one rookie, have been added to
the returning player’s team roster.
“We have a good mix of veteran leadership. They continue to push each other to better
both on and off the court,” says
Lamb.
Both the head coach and the
women’s volleyball team look
forward to smashing a few volleyballs over the University of
Calgary Dino’s net in the Oct. 25
season opener, but Lamb said
they also look forward to competing against the University of
Alberta and that “it’s nice to have
Alberta rivalries.”
“Having a healthy crowd at
games is what really gets the
team fired up” says Lamb.
“Players are always excited to
perform in front of a good crowd.
The atmosphere is energizing
and brings the best out in competition.”

Photos: Reflector Archives
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Sports
hauntings
Superstitious sports
fans beware: Ghosts
are finding their way
into the sports world
Amanda Ducheminsky
Staff Writer
Are you the sports fan who wears
the same pair of underwear, unwashed, until your team’s next
playoff game? Superstition often finds its way into the sports
world… and apparently ghosts
do too.

Frightening Frontier
Field

Not only does bad luck seem
to hover around teams, but how
about a bad omen?
Home of the AAA N.,Y Red
Wings baseball team, Frontier
Field is known as the worlds first
‘official’ haunted sports arena. In
1996, human bones were uncovered during the stadium’s creation.
In 2005, Rochester Paranormal
became the first paranormal
group mentioned on ESPN Sports
Center after they set out on a private tour of Frontier Field to find
evidence of paranormal activity.
The team returned with haunting
testimonials and photos. Photos
of levitating heads, foggy figures,

and other unexplainable images
were captured. Some of the investigators claimed they interacted
with past tenants of the area.

Hellish Hockey Hall
of Fame

Does Dorothy sound like a
frightening name to you? It probably doesn’t. This story might
change your mind.
Over the years there have
been reports of a black-haired
ghost named Dorothy filling the
Hockey Hall of Fame’s halls with
weary moans and blood curdling
screams. It has been said that
lights react strangely, objects float
and doors unexplainably open
and close at the hall. The sound
of footsteps and the cold touch
of an unfamiliar entity have also
been reported.
No one knew what or even who
Dorothy was, until The Toronto
Star uncovered the death records
of a woman named Dorothea Mae
Elliot in 2009. She shot herself
in a Toronto Bank of Montreal
women’s washroom, March 11,
1953. The old bank became the
Hockey Hall of Fame in 1993.

Hall of Fame in 1946 after 17
seasons in the Majors. The Hall
of Famer eventually suffered a
stroke and away passed at the age
of 50 in 1926, yet he apparently
was spotted pitching again?
For a short period of time in
1996, a baseball-like object trav-

elling the same distance from a
pitching mound to a home plate
at the Gettysburg PA house where
Plank had his stroke. There were
also reports of an invisible man’s
grunt and footsteps.
Next time you’re superstitious
about what socks to wear watch-

ing the game, think about the
other ‘members’ who could be
joining you. Could someone or
something be shaking your fridge
beers after all? Whether you’re
superstitious or not, please don’t
be that fan wearing crusty playoff
shorts.

Eerie Eddie Plank

Think you have a pretty good
pitching arm? I bet you’ve never
stopped to think if you could pitch
better than a person who passed
almost 90 years ago?
Eddie Plank was born in 1875
in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
Plank became Major League
Baseball’s first left-handed pitcher
to win 300 games and holds the
title for the third-most all time
left-handed victories at 326. He
was inducted into the Baseball
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